
Growing media is used in net cups or plastic pots to provide support for plant roots.  It protects roots from sunlight while
giving them something to hold on to. Growing media helps to ensure that plants get the proper ratio of water and oxygen,
both which are critical to healthy plant growth. You can use many different types of media, but all should provide the fol-
lowing: physical support for the plant, free passage of moisture (nutrient solution) to the root zone, proper drainage of mois-
ture and adequate air circulation at the root zone.  

Today there are a number of great, environmentally friendly growing media on the market.   Many of them can be re-used
with microbe colonis alive and thriving within them. Others can be sterilized and reused, and others still can be disposed of
by digging them into your yard to amend the soil.

What is the best growing medium?  
Different media work better for different growing systems and different plant types. There are many factors to consider such
as water and nutrient retention capabilities, what kind of growing system you will be using, and whether or not you wish to
reuse the media for subsequent harvests. 

Rockwool is always a good choice.  A fiber spun from  rock, it holds a tremendous amount of water and offers a buffer against
drying out in case of electrical outages or pump failures. Between ninety and ninety-five percent of the space between rock-
wool's fiber is filled with air.  Once saturated with water,  Rockwool still has between 25-30% air within its medium. This
air space makes oxygen, water and nutrient solution easily accessible to plant roots. 

Another type of medium, we Love is Coco (coir fibres, or husks).  As well as Rockwool,  Coco also holds about 30% air with-
in it.  Coco is Organic and is 100% biodegradable.  Trichoderma,  a beneficial fungi is naturally present within its core,
which protects and helps nourish the root zone of most plants.  Coco also has naturally occuring enzymes which are sooth-
ing for a plants root zone as well.  

Grow Rocks are another type of media which provides great aeration. Grow Rocks hold very little water and nutrient.
Consequently, this medium will act only as a support system for plant roots, and provides very little water reserves. This is
a great way to go if you're using an automated container garden on a watering timer. Grow Rocks also work well in the net
cups used in any type of tray system (i.e. Aeroponic/ NFT). They can be reused over and over again for many, many crops.
In well maintained garden, they would be sterilized between every crop. One downside to grow rocks is that they are heavy.

Soil is seeing a resurgence as of late.  Not that it ever went anywhere,  but with the recent popularization of beneficial micro-
organisms and the introduction of coco coir fibre into the mix,  many growers are returning to - or just starting up in soil
rather than “Hydroponics”.   New Soil Mixes use custom blends of organic materials to add aeration,  biology,  and plant
ready minerals into the mix.  The everlasting debate between Hydro and Soil and which is the better medium is sill on and
kicking.  These days many people are reporting larger / better Yields with soil though.  Come ask us more about this!

Do I have to use a growing medium? 
Using a growing medium is not entirely necessary in hydroponics, but utilizing a grow medium maintains a reserve of nutri-
ent solution in the root zone along with a percentage of air pore space. This can act as a buffer and save crops from failure.
The growing systems which rely on grow media are Drip Systems and Ebb & Flow Systems.  These systems are most fre-
quently used by hobby and beginning growers as they are more forgiving and provide excellent results.

There ARE two types of systems which require very little growing media, NFT and Aeroponics. Both of these usually rely on
a very small amount of media in which to root a very young plant, and the rest of the roots are allowed to grow in the enclosed
growing chamber of the system. In these types of systems, watering and feeding of plants depend solely upon the flow of
nutrient solution past the plants' roots. If water flow is interrupted, even for a short duration, plants quickly die. At the other
extreme, if the root zone is continually flooded, roots suffocate of oxygen deprivation and plants quickly die. A good grow
medium negotiates these extremes. 
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A list of Growing Mediums
Coco Fibre
Coco fibre  is a natural fiber made from coconut husks.  It is a waste material from coconut production and is 100%
renewable. Coconut has several important qualities when used as a growing medium. Since the source of the sub-
strate is found above ground, it is naturally  free of typical soil diseases. Coco Fibre has naturally occuring enzymes
which are good for maintaining a healthy root zone. The coconut’s organic complex also contains a mold known as
trichoderma which works to keep root diseases in check and stimulate root development. Coconut naturally buffers
pH which means that all the elements required for healthy growth remain in the correct proportions and accessible
to the plant. Coir fibre is recyclable.  After the hydroponics or container plants are harvested; the used coir makes
an excellent outdoor garden mulch, it is completely organic. We believe Canna Coco is by far the best around!

Rockwool
Rockwool is made of basalt rocks and chalk which are heated up to 1600°C, to create lava. The lava is blown into
a spinning chamber, which makes fibers similar to cotton candy. The fibers are packed into mats, from which cubes,
blocks and slabs are cut. Rockwool is almost all based on recycled materials, often slag from primary preconsumer
ferrous or nonferrous metals producers. One cubic yard of otherwise wasted rock becomes 37 cubic yards of rock-
wool. Seeds or clones may be started in small rockwool cubes which can then be transplanted to larger cubes which
can then be used on top of slabs. The cubes may also be transplanted with other mediums such as grow rocks.
Totally biodegradable, it may be plowed into your garden - it will break up into chunks and add aeration to the soil.
Grodan Brand is our rockwool selection of choice.  It is always been clean, sterile and consistent.

LECA, Light Expanded Clay Aggregate or Grow Rocks
Grow Rocks are one of the only kinds of growing medium that can be used again and again with a minimum of breakdown.
They are a good choice for the grower who plans on many harvests in the future. The brand we sell, Hydroton, is known world-
wide for its superior quality. Expanded clay provides excellent aeration as the odd shapes of the rocks allow for the
formation of air pockets throughout the root zone. The inside of the pebbles are filled with air pockets as well and
they are fairly light weight. The pebbles do not hold much water, so plants must be watered frequently to prevent
roots from drying out. They are often used in Ebb and Flow systems. 

Perlite & Vermiculite
Perlite is not a trade name but a generic term for naturally occurring silicous rock. When quickly heated to above
1600°F (871°C), the crude rock pops in a manner similar to popcorn as the water inside vaporizes and creates
countless tiny bubbles which account for the amazing light weight and other exceptional physical properties of
expanded perlite. Perlite looks like tiny, white, crystallized popcorn kernels.  Vermiculite is the mineralogical name
given to a spongy volcanic silicate mineral.  The shiny gold color flecks soak up to 3-4 times their volume in water.
Perlite will combine well with almost any base soil mix.  It will help aerate it and better drain.  50% - 50% mix.

Organic Soil Mixes
There are a sleu of good soils out there.  We stock Roots Organic,  Ocean Forest, Pro-Mix and Canna Bio just to name
a few.  These soils are made of the highest quality Organic base ingredients.  They all contain Organic Peat as their
base and have other amendments (such as Coco Coir Fibre,  Perlite,  Pumice, Guanos,  Fish and Crab meal,
Earthworm Castings,  Organic Compost,  etc.) added for extra nutrition or for better aeration or drainage. See our
“info sheet” on Soil Growers for more information about our various Soil formulas and Products.

What should I use for seed starting or cuttings?
You are looking for a medium which will keep the right level of moisture and which will promote strong root growth. The
most commonly used for cuttings are Grodan Rockwool cubes which transplant easily into larger Grodan Rockwool Blocks.
Great for propagation, they stack neatly together in nursery trays and hold young plants upright and steady.    Our favorite
method for starting seeds is Ready-Gro Super Plugs,  an all natural soilless organic grow plug made of composted tree bark
and organic materials. Transplant into any kind of growing medium, including soil.


